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Introduction

Thismanual explains how to operate andmaintain your EcoDrive Hook-Lift. It contains import-
ant information for your own safety and the surrounding environment.

JOAB’s products are characterised bya high level of safety, reliability, and long service-life. To
get the best out of your EcoDrive Hook-Lift, we recommend reading thismanual carefully.

Thismanual also contains information regarding fault tracing, lubrication, and servicing of your
EcoDrive Hook-Lift. Thismanual is based on the originalmounted equipment only. Refer to the
relevant supplier’smanuals for all other optional or auxiliary equipment.

JOAB takesno responsibility for consequences that occur due to work carried out bynon-pro-
fessionals.

After receiving the EcoDrive Hook-Lift, ensure that it is in proper working order. If it is not, con-
tact JOAB, your dealer, or other supplier.

The specifications, constructions, and illustrations found in thismanual are not binding.
JOAB AB retains the right to make changeswithout prior notice.

For all EcoDrive Hook-Lifts sold in Sweden, the general delivery regulationsapply.

A training CD is included with certain deliveries. This comprehensively describeshow to use
JOAB’s products, such asEcoDrive Hook-Lifts, lift dumpers, and the Hookmaster.

Alwaysbare in mind that it is the operator that is responsible for handling the EcoDrive Hook-
Lift.

© JOAB AB
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About the Hook-Lift

JOAB's hook-lifts aremultipurpose. They can
be used with all vehicle manufacturers.
However, it is important that the vehicle has
been built specifically for the purpose of bear-
ing a hook-lift

It is important to verify that the vehicle has the
correct axle distance and wheelbase.

JOAB’s hook-lifts are designed to transport dif-
ferent typesof bodies that have beenman-
ufactured according to the Swedish
standard SS-3021.

These typically include: dump bodies, flat beds,
and containers, as shown.

Mounting the hook-lift onto a vehicle that has
not been specifically designed for the purpose
of carrying a hook-lift will increase the risk of an
abnormal load on the vehicle. This in turn can
lead to serious injury or damage.
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Correct Usage
Incorrect use of JOAB's products can lead tomaterial fatigue and cause excessive wear to the
hydraulics and its components. The service life of the product can be reduced and in the worst-
case lead to breakdown.

Do not drive the vehicle with the hook lift
extended. It must be fully retracted.

Do not use the vehicle for anyother
purpose than its intended use.

Make sure to reverse straight towards the
body. Do not reverse at an angle.

Do not lift loads that exceed the hook-
lift's specifications.

If the bodybecomesstuck, observe caution.
The hook-lift can easily be damaged.

2
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Hook-lift Components
The hook-lift consists of the followingmain components: a frame, cylinders, auxiliary-lifting-
arms, and a post with a lifting hook (made of high tensile steel).

A. Intermediate section
B. Hook
C. Hookpost
D. Extending section
E. Sub frame
F. Auxiliary lifting arm
G. Centre lock
H. Inner rear section
I. Hydraulic lock
J. Rollers
K. Spreader flap deployer (accessory)
L. Folding hookpost (LAmodels only)
M. Safety hook (LAmodels only)

3
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LA-Model Hook-Lifts
LA-models are equipped with both a folding-hook-post (L) and a safety-hook (M), as shown
above.

The folding-hook-post is used to allow for low lifting angles. The hook-post can bemoved
upwardsand downwardsas required to assist the downloading of a body. It is operated using
the cab controller for the hook-lift.

The safety-hook is used to lock the hookonto the lifting bracket of a bodyand is operated from
the cab.

Optional Locking Mechanisms
JOAB's hook-lifts can be purchased with
optional body locking devices. These options
are in addition to the governing standards rel-
evant to each country.

For information regarding the relevant body
standard, refer to "BodyStandard", on page 7.

An internal-mechanical lock or hydraulic lock
can be purchased asan option, as shown
opposite.

If a hook-lift with external hydraulic locking is
purchased, the bodymust have cut-outs in its frame, as shown. If the bodydoesnot have cut-
outs, it will not be secured during transport!

If a hook-lift with internal-mechanical locking is purchased, make sure that the locksengage the
body correctly. If theydo not engage correctly, the bodywill be transported unsecured!

Manufacture Plate
All hook-lifts have amanufacture-plate located
on the front left-hand side of the sub frame.
The information on themanufacture-plate
must be provided in the event of making a claim
or when ordering spare parts from JOAB.

4
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In addition to themanufacture plate, theman-
ufacture number is a also stamped onto the cyl-
inder crossmember, as shown.

Design
JOAB's products are subjected to demanding
tasksandmust be of the highest quality. All of
JOAB's components and constructionsare thor-
oughly tested. Simulations for calculating: load
capacity, durability, and service life are per-
formed on all components

All development andmanufacture is per-
formed by JOAB.We are ISO9001 and ISO
14001 certified.

A large proportion of our production is auto-
mated. This guaranteeshigh quality in theman-
ufacturing process.
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JOAB's painting facilitiesmeet all applicable
environmental requirements.

6
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Body Standard

The use of bodies that are not designed in accordance with the standard SS 3021
can lead to personal injury or environmental damage. JOABaccepts no responsibility
for the use of bodies that do not conform to the standard: SS 3021.

JOAB's hook-lifts are designed to handle bodies that aremanufactured in accordance with the
Swedish standard SS 3021. Shown below are some of themore important requirements of the
standard: SS 3021.

Internalmechanical lock that locks the body
onto the hook-lift. This is optional equipment.

Holes in the body's rear beam. These are used
to secure the bodyonto a trailer.

Cut-outs in the body's frame. These are used
to hydraulically lock the bodyonto the hook-lift.

Modification in the body that allows the hook-lift
to lock the bodyonto the hook-lift with the use
of locking arms (optional).
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The bodymust have a stopmember that pre-
vents the body frommoving forwardsand into
the cab of the vehicle.

Internal holes located in the body's framemem-
bers are used to lock the bodyonto a trailer.

8
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Safety

Observe all safetywarnings. Failure to do so can lead to serious injury or damage to equipment.
For further information regarding warning labels placed on the vehicle, refer to "SafetyWarn-
ings", on page 67.

All personnel operating the hook-lift must read and follow allwarningsprovided in thismanual
and on the hook-lift.

Every day, before operation of the hook-lift,
inspect and verify that no objects have fallen in
between the hook-lift’s tipping components.

Alwaysmake sure that the vehicle is on a level
and firm surface before operating the hook-lift.
Failure to do so can cause the vehicle to
become unevenly loaded and lead to it tipping
over.

If the vehicle leans two or more degrees there
is a risk that it will tip over.

Before collecting a body, make sure that its
body-bracket is undamaged.

Make sure that the hookon the hook-lift
engages the body's bracket properly, as shown
opposite.

If the hook-lift hasa safety hook (LAmodels
only), make sure that it is locked.

Do not tip, load, or unload bodieswhen the
vehicle’s axles are raised.

Make sure the axles, where applicable, are
lowered before operating the hook-lift.

Do not make anymodifications to the hook-lift
as this can effect its structural properties. If a
modification is required, contact JOAB for
advice beforemaking amodification to the
hook-lift.
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Operation

This chapter explains the operation and control of the EcoDrive Hook-Lift using the CBWcon-
troller, that is located inside the cab.

The hook-lift can also be controlled with the use of JOAB's radio controller. Radio controllers are
an extra option. For further information see "Radio Controllers", on page 35.

CBW Controller
TheCBWcontroller hasboth a display and control-
stick, as shown, and is used to control all functionsof
the hook-lift.

Certain functions, such as the operation of the
hydraulic pump, can be installed on the cab instru-
ment panel, either in addition or separate from the
CBWcontroller, as required.

The CBWcontroller has the followingmain parts:

1. EmergencyStop

2. User Interface

3. Control stick

4. Mounting bracket

5. Screen lock screw

The emergency stop button is used in case of an emergency. Once pressed, all functionsof the
hook-lift that could cause injury are disabled. For further information regarding the emergency
stop, refer to "EmergencyStop", on page 20.

The user interface of the CBWcontroller hasa 2.8 inch colour display. It is configurable. It is pos-
sible to display one of five different page setups. Each page setup can have six user defined func-
tions, such as turning lights on. For further information see "Page Setups", on page 14.

If the PTO is tuned off, the displaywill also turn off. However, if there are anyactive warnings the
displaywill show the warnings (refer also to "Warnings", on page 16).

The control-stick is used to control the basic functionsof the hook-lift, such as tipping. For
detailed information regarding its function, refer to "Control StickFunction", on page 17.

Themounting bracket is used tomount the unit inside the cab. Normally it ismounted onto the
driver'sA-post. However, it is also possible tomount it onto the driver's right arm rest (an extra
cable is required to do this). This is ideal for vehicles equipped with a snow plough. Refer to
"Appendix 2 - APC Transfer Kit ", on page 77 for further information about this.
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User Interface
Shown opposite is an overview of the user inter-
face.

The areasmarked with a white rectangle on the
screen are programmable. The user can set
which functionsare placed there. These func-
tionsare activated bypressing the cor-
responding buttons: F1–F4 and the UP/DOWN
arrows. For further information on how to set
these functions, refer to "Function Buttons", on
page 15 below.

The function icons (F1–F4 and the UP/DOWN
arrow buttons) that are displayed in the user
interface is dependent upon which page setup
is selected. There are five different page
setups. To switch between these presseither the left or right arrow button located below the
screen. For more information see "Page Setups", on page 14.

All other icons that are displayed on the screen (not the user defined functions) simply provide
feedback to the user regarding the statusof the hook-lift, which page setup is active, and active
functions, such as lights on etc.

See "Icon Definitions", below for a list of the iconsand their function.

Icon Definitions
Provided below is a list of the functionsavailable in the user interface and their meaning. Note,
not all functions listed below are activated for all installations. Some of the functionsare optional
extras, these aremarked with an asterisk (*).

Functions that can be selected for the programmable areas (F1–F4 and the UPand DOWN but-
tons) are coloured white. All other buttons (orange and green) simply provide feedback to the
user as to whether or not theyare active.

Icon Function Icon Function

Night mode Automatic flap - VEHICLE*1

Work light - ON*3,4 FFD2. Read NOTE2 below.

Reverse light - ON*3 Tip trailer - UP*

Table 1: User interface – icon description

12
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Icon Function Icon Function

Automatic reverse light - ON3.
Press2 times to activate. Tip trailer - DOWN*

Flashing light - ON*3 Draw bar*

Automatic flashing light - ON3.
Press2 times to activate. Hydraulic lock - CLOSE

Red light - ON*3 Hydraulic lock - OPEN

Center lock isOPEN Automatic flap - VEHICLE*1

Safety hook isOPEN** Continuous-hydraulic-supply
(start/stop)*

Hydraulic lock isOPEN Salt spreader*

HydraulicPumpON Activate snow plough slush flaps*

Air dump - TRAILER* Snow plough - float mode*

Axle lift - TRAILER* Automatic plough UPon reverse*

Automatic flap - TRAILER*1 Start/stop the crane*

Spreader flap - VEHICLE* Axle lift - TRAILER*

The hook-lift is in its lowered
status. Positionmemory system*

Retract the underrun protection Extend the underrun protection

Table 1: User interface – icon description (continued)

*Extra option. Not standard equipment. **LAmodels only.
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NOTE1: The above functions:Automatic flap - VEHICLE andAutomatic flap - TRAILER can be
operated without the hydraulic pump being turnedON. Simply keep the icon pressed for 10
seconds to activate themwithout turning the pump on.

NOTE2: FFDmust be de-activated whenworking with bodies that have dowel pins that are
used to anchor the bodyonto the vehicle. If FFD is active, damage can occur. See "Friction Free
Drive - FFD", on page 22 for further information.

NOTE3: This only applies to JOABequipment installed on the hook-lift. It doesnot apply to equip-
ment installed by themanufacturer of the vehicle.

NOTE4 For Scania vehicles, this can also be activated automaticallywhen the vehicle is put into
reverse. To do this, press the load light button on the drivers door for 5 seconds.

Page Setups
The user interface can displayone of fivemain page setups, each configured with user defined
functions. In addition, a page that displays information regarding the position of the hookon the
hook-lift can also be displayed. See "HookPositioning", on page 15 below. The pagesavailable
are listed below. The page setup that is active is displayed in the bottom right-hand side of the
screen with one of the following icons (see "User Interface", on page 12).

Icon Description Icon Description

Vehicle setup_1 Lighting setup

Vehicle setup_2 Snow plough setup

Trailer setup Hookpositioning display

Table 2: Page setups

To switch between these page setups, simply presseither the left or right arrow button below
the display.

The number of menu page setups that are accessible via the left and right arrow buttons can be
configured as required (1–5 page setups). In the example shown below, three page setup are
selected, these are shownwith a green rectangle below them. The three active page setupswill
be visible when the left/right arrow buttonsare pressed.

To configure which of the page setupsare available when the left and right arrow buttonsare
pressed, follow the procedure below:

14
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1. Pressand hold down theOKbutton and
presseither the left or right arrow button
at the same time for a few seconds.

The screen will then display themenu
page optionsas shown.

2. Select the desired page setup from those
displayed and then press theOKbutton to
either activate it or de-activate it (active page setupshave a green rectangle below them).

3. Pressand hold down theOKbutton for a few second to save the new settings.

Hook Positioning
The hookposition page option displays the pos-
ition of the hook. As shown opposite, the pos-
ition of the hookand its angle are displayed in
the user interface whenever thismenu page is
selected (see also "Page Setups", on page 14).

NOTE: This function is dependent on the hook-
lift's sensors. If the sensorsmalfunction or they
are incorrectly positioned, the information dis-
played in the user interface will be incorrect.
The actual information provided should be seen
asan approximation and not an exact value.

Function Buttons
Each of the five page setups in the user inter-
face can be configured with six personal func-
tions. The icons for the selected functionsare placed at the bottom of the user interface (shown
in white rectangles, see "User Interface", on page 12). These functionsare activated bypress-
ing the corresponding function buttonsbelow the screen: F1–F4 and the UP/DOWN arrow but-
tons.

To set the desired function associated with the function buttons, follow the procedure below:

1. Pressand hold the OKbutton while simultaneously pressing the function button that is to be
changed.

2. The current icon set for that function will be displayed with a green rectangle around it, as
shown below.

3. Use the UP/DOWN arrow buttons to select the desired function.

4. Press theOKbutton.

15
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NOTE: It is not possible to select all icons in each page-setup. For example, all icons related to
the operation of a snow plough are only available for selection when in the snow plough page-
setup.

Background Light
The background light for the user interface can be adjusted as required. This function allows the
user to quickly adjust the background light so that it is possible to read the display, when for
example there is a lot of sun shining on the display.

To adjust the background light simply press theOKbutton with a short press repeatedly to
switch between 100%, 20%, and 0%background light.

The displaywill automatically turn off whenever the hydraulic pump is off. It will only remain on if
there is a warning to display, as listed under "Warnings" below.

Warnings
The user interface will displaywarningswhenever the hydraulic pump is not in operation. These
warningsdisplay an icon or text indicating the following states:

Icon Meaning Icon Meaning

The hook lift is not fully retracted. It
is not in its parked position. The hydraulic-lock is open.

The center-lock is open. Safety-hook is open (LAmodels).

Table 3: User interface warnings - icons

Text Meaning

No CAN Communication
TheCBWcontroller hasno communication with the CAN bus
network.

High Oil Temperature The temperature of the oil for the hook lift is high*.

Low Oil Level!
SWITCH OFF PUMP!

The oil level for the hook lift is low. Turn the pump off imme-
diately. Top the oil level up before operating the hook lift. Fail-
ure to do so can cause damage*.

Table 4: User interface warnings - text

*A sensor must be installed in the hydraulic oil tank for this function to work. This is optional equipment.

16
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Control Stick Function
Listed below in Table 5 are the functions that the control-stick has. For information regarding
the control of snow ploughs refer to "Active Plough Control - APC", on page 26.

Tip Up Tip Up
Fast Operation1

Automatic Lower
Tip mode

Pull backwards Bottom button pressed
and pull backwards

Top button pressed and hold
forward for

two secondsuntil the parked
icon flashes

Tip Down Tip Down
Fast Operation1

Fast Lower
Shunting mode

Push forwards Bottom button pressed
and push forwards

Press the bottom button and
push forward.

Use onlywith an empty body.

Table 5: CBW controller stick functions

17
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Trailer Tip
UP3

Trailer Tip
DOWN3

Auto Cycle
Unload1

Push the knob to the right Push the knob to the left Top button pressed
and pull backwards

Folding-Hook-Post
UP2

Folding-Hook-Post
DOWN2

Auto Cycle
Load1

Push the knob to the right Push the knob to the left Top button pressed
and push forwards

Extending-Section
OUT

Extending-Section
IN

--

Turn the knob clockwise Turn the knob anti-clockwise

Table 5: CBW controller stick functions (continued)

1Extra option, for further information see "EcoDrive Optional Functions", on page 23. 2 LAmodels only.
3 L models only.
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Diagnostics and Statistics
TheCBWcontroller hasa diagnostic and stat-
istics page that the user can use to view inform-
ation about the hook-lift. This is only applicable
for installations that have display software ver-
sion V020003 and above.

To access themenu, first make sure that one of
themainmenu pages is displayed and then
pressand hold down theOKbutton for three
seconds. The screen shown opposite will then
be displayed.

There are fivemain sections located on the left
of the screen to select from.

Use the arrow buttons to navigate themenu.
The up and down arrow buttonsnavigate
through themenu. The left and right arrow buttonsallow the user to select from optionswhen
applicable.

To exit the diagnostic and statisticalmenu, pressand hold down theOKbutton for a few
seconds.

Menu Descriptions
Provided below is an overview of themenu optionsavailable in the Diagnostics and Statistics
page. To view a full view of thesemenus refer to "Appendix 1 - DiagnosticsPage", on page 73.
Or alternatively click on the iconsbelow.

The first menu option, shown above, provides statistical information regarding the use
of the hook-lift.

The secondmenu provides information regarding the version of software installed and
hook-lift model.

The third menu option providesdiagnostic information regarding sensors and input sig-
nal status for the hook-lift.

The fourth menu option provides information regarding outputs from themaster mod-
ule.

The fifth menu option providesan emergencyoperationmode and the option to cal-
ibrate the hook-lift. For further information about the emergencyoperation refer to
"EmergencyOperation", on page 20.

19
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Emergency Stop
In case of an emergency, such asa hydraulic leakor risk of injury, an emergency stop button is fit-
ted to the CBWcontroller (see "CBWcontroller", on page 11). Pressing the emergency stop but-
ton will stop all functionsof the hook-lift immediately. To reset the emergency stop function, turn
the pump off, reset the emergency stop button, and then restart the pump.

Emergency Operation
Cautionmust be taken when using the emergencyoperating system. The hook-lift's
safety system is disengaged. There is a risk of damage to the hook-lift or injury if due
care is not taken. Before using the emergencyoverridemake sure that you are fully
aware of its operation.

It is possible to operate the hook-lift even though the hydraulic-lock is closed. Oper-
ating the hook-lift when the hydraulic-lock is closed can cause damage to the body.
Make sure to unlock the hydraulic-lock first, before performing: load, unload, and
shunting operations. The lockmust be closed for tipping operations.

In the event of a failure in the hook-lift’s system,
it is possible to still operate the hook-lift using
the emergency system. To activate the emer-
gency system, follow the procedure listed
below:

If in anydoubt about the use of the emergency
override, contact JOAB for advice before using
it.

1. Turn the hydraulic pump on.

2. Pressand hold down theOKbutton for five
seconds, to open the "Diagnostics and Stat-
istics" page, as shown.

3. Press the down-arrow button so that the
spanner icon is selected on the left menu.

4. Pressand hold down buttonsF3 and F4, as shown, at the same time, for five seconds, so
that the text "Fail Safe (Felsäkert läge)" is displayed in the user interface.

NOTE: once the text "Fail Safe (Felsäkert läge)" is displayed in the user interface, the emer-
gencyoperation will be active for fiveminutesonly.

5. Pressand hold down theOKbutton for five seconds to return to themainmenu.

6. To operate a hook-lift function, pressand hold down the function's icon for ten seconds.

For a translation of the text displayed in the user interface, in English, please refer to "Emer-
gencyOperation &Calibration", on page 75.

20
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EcoDrive Standard Functions
EcoDrive Hook-Lifts come equipped with a number of standard functions, as listed and
described below. In addition, it is also possible to order optional functions. For information
regarding optional functions, see "EcoDrive Optional Functions", on page 23.

The following functionsare included as standard with EcoDrive Hook-Lifts. For further inform-
ation, click on the respective function.

1. Intelligent PumpControl - IPC

2. EcoDrive Pressure Control - EPC

3. SmartlockSystem - SLS

4. EcoDrive Load Holding - ELH

5. ElectronicCylinder Damping - ECD

6. ElectronicSpeed Control - ESC

7. EcoDrive Tipper Mode - ETM

8. Friction Free Drive - FFD

9. Tipper SafetySystem - TSS

10. Trailer SafetyTipper - TST

11. Trailer Fast Lowering System - TFS

12. Decentralized HydraulicSystem - DHS

Intelligent Pump Control - IPC
The EcoDrive system determineswhen the pump needs to be activated.When the pump is
turned on, it will only operate when power is required, asdetermined by the system.

EcoDrive Pressure Control - EPC
The system is alwaysoperated using optimal hydraulic pressure. This is based on the function
that is being operated. The system is self-calibrating and can work from 50 bar to 350 bar.
Optimized pressure control allows for reduced response time.

Smartlock System - SLS
The hydraulic lock is operated steplessly. The system's sensors detect when the lock is open.
When the lock closes, the system ensures that the body is centered, automatically.

EcoDrive Load Holding - ELH
EcoDrive's load-holding-valve allows for con-
trol of the hook lift in a completely new way.
The new system usesall available kinetic
energy to control a load. This in turn savesup
to 70% in energy savings. The energy required
to perform amovement is identified with the
help of the existing load. If the system determ-
ines that the operation can be performed
without the use of the pump, the operation will
be performed completely stepless.
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The load-holding-valve also has integrated safety features. An example of these features is the
fast-closing hydraulic valves that are used for emergency stops. There are also less com-
ponents in EcoDrive's valve system, which in turn increases reliability.

Electronic Cylinder Damping - ECD
Integrated electronic end position adjustment for all cylinders. This guarantees smooth and
responsive control at end positions, when operating the hook-lift.

Electronic Speed Control - ESC
Speed adjustedmovement sequencesof the hook lift in the outer operation areas.

EcoDrive Tipper Mode - ETM
ETM allows the operator to lower the bodyautomatically, when in tippingmode.When activ-
ated, the bodywill lower itself using its ownweight, the operator doesnot need to operate the
control-stick. The body is lowered at a controlled and safe speed.

The operator must be fully aware of the environment and area around the vehicle
before operating this function. Failure to do so can lead to serious injury or damage.
To deactivate this function, either press the top button on the control-stick (the button
without a small raised dot on it) or use the control-stick and tip up.

To activate this function, simply pressand hold the top button (the button without a small raised
dot on it) on the control-stickwhile pushing the control-stick fully forward for two seconds, until
the icon for the lowered statusbegins to blink – ETM is then activated and the bodywill lower
itself. See also "Control StickFunction", on page 17.

Friction Free Drive - FFD
Automatic frictionlessoperation of the body. Built-in rollers in the auxiliary-lifting-arms (see
"Hook-lift Components", on page 3) assist the loading of a bodyand allow it to roll smoothly for-
wards. This reduces the stressplaced on the hook-lift. To activate FFD, simply press the FFD
icon .

The FFD functionmust be de-activated when loading a body that hasdowel pins.
These are used to anchor the bodyonto the vehicle, such asa crane lift body. If FFD
is active, damagewill occur when loading a bodywith dowel pins. Make sure that
FFD isde-activated.

Tipper Safety System - TSS
The auxiliary-lifting-armsare controlled using weight based damping. Integrated flow dis-
tribution components ensure that the body is tipped and lowered safely. The auxiliary-lifting-
arms retrieve andmove the body to its loaded position in a smooth and precisemanner.
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Trailer Safety Tipper - TST
TST monitors the speed of the vehicle. If it detects that the vehicle ismoving faster than 50 km/h
with a raised tipper on the trailer, the tipper will automatically be lowered. The system also
ensures that there is no pressure in the trailer tipper's outlet on the vehicle.The valve's position is
alsomonitored for increased safety.

With TST, a trailer can be lowered even if the hydraulic pump is switched off. There is no need to
turn the pump on.

Trailer Fast Lowering System - TFS
The trailer tipper function is up to 50%faster when in loweringmode. Optimized hydraulics allow
the oil to flow faster. This in turn allows the tipper to lower faster. There is no return flow that
would otherwise restrict the lowering function.

Decentralized Hydraulic System - DHS
EcoDrive's hydraulic system ismodular. This hasenabled a 30%reduction in the number of
hoses required, which in turn reduces the risk of damage to hoses. It also provides faster
response times for certain functions. Themodular approachmakes it very easy to expand the
system. Newmodules, such asa plough, or other external functions, can quickly and easily be
added at a later stage.

EcoDrive Optional Functions
Listed below are the optional functions that can be ordered in addition to the standard functions,
that are listed above. For further information, click on the respective option.

1. PositionMemorySystem - PMS

2. Fast Lowering System - FLS

3. Fast Lowering SystemPlus - FLS+

4. Fast Tipper System - FTS

5. Fast Drive System - FDS

6. Fast Drive SystemPlus - FDS+

7. Service Online System - SOS

8. Container MemorySystem - CMS

9. Active Plough Control - APC

10. Adjustable Hydraulic Flow - AHF

11. Autocycle System - ACS

12. Asphalt DrivingMode

Position Memory System - PMS
This function allows for the recording of shunting and tipping positions.Whenever PMS is active,
the hook-lift will automatically stop at the saved position for shunting or tipping.

Set the Shunting Position

1. Operate the hook-lift in shuntingmode so that it is at the desired position and stop.
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2. Pressand hold down the icon "PMS1" for five seconds, until it illuminates. Once illu-
minated, it is active. The hook-lift will now stop at the set position when performing further
shunting operations.

Set the Tipping Position

1. Operate the hook-lift in tippingmode so that it is at the desired position and stop.

2. Pressand hold down the icon "PMS1" for five seconds, until it illuminates. Once illu-
minated, it is active. The hook-lift will stop at the set position when performing further tipping
operations.

To deactivate PMS, simply press the PMS icon for a short time only, so that it is no longer illu-
minated. A short pressof the PMSbutton will activate/deactivate the PMS, while a long press
sets a new position for the PMS.

Fast Lowering System - FLS
Fast lowering with intelligent speed compensation allows the driver to lower a bodyat maximum
speed, either with a full or empty load.

Do not use this function with a loaded bodywhen in shuntingmode. Damage to the
hook-lift can occur if this function is used with a loaded body in shuntingmode.

To activate this function, simply pressand hold down the bottom button (the button with a small
raised dot on it) on the control-stickwhen lowering the body. See also "Control StickFunction",
on page 17.

Fast Lowering System Plus - FLS+
This providesa 50%decrease in the time taken to lower the hook-lift. This is an addition to the
standard FLS. See also "Fast Lowering System - FLS", on page 24.

Fast Tipper System - FTS
Intelligent, stepless, fast tipping. The system automatically senses the load on the hook-lift and
identifies the optimal speed for the tipping operation of the load.

Fast Drive System - FDS
Intelligent, stepless, fast drive, ensures that the body ismoved backwardsat optimal speed. The
system senses the weight of the body's load and adjusts the speed accordingly, to guarantee
smooth and fast operation.

Fast Drive System Plus - FDS+
Fast drive loading with intelligent load sensing. This is in addition to the standard function. See
"Fast Drive System - FDS".
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The system senseswhether it is beneficial and safe to activate fast drive load. It checks if the cyl-
inders have sufficient power gained from the load. If so, the pump is shut off and a controlled
free-lowering is initiated. In addition, "Fast Lowering SystemPlus - FLS+", on page 24 is also
included.

FDS+allows for a faster shunting operation – 60%faster. This is only applicable to loads that
are less than three ton. To activate this function, simply pressand hold down the bottom button
(the button with a small raised dot on it) on the control-stick, while shunting. The systemwill then
determine if it is possible to perform fast shunting. If it is possible, shunting will begin, as long as
the bottom button is held down.

Service Online System - SOS
JOAB'sCloud solution for EcoDrive provides remote roadside assistance, regardlessof your loc-
ation.

Container Memory System - CMS
CMSensures that the extending-section stopsat a preset point when loading a container onto
the hook-lift. The distance that the extending-section can extend is limited. This is used for applic-
ationswhere a short length container is loaded onto the hook-lift. It prevents the wheels of the
container from contacting the hook-lift.

It is possible to save two CMSstop positions. To set a CMSstop position, simply extend the
extending-section so that it is located at the desired position and stop. Tap the desired CMS icon
to activate it, then pressand hold down the CMS icon (1 or 2) for five seconds to set the stop
position.

Before using the CMS in normal operation, operate it and verify that it stopsat the
desired position. Make sure it doesnot exceed expected clearances. If necessary,
reset the stop position until the desired stop position is obtained.

To deactivate the CMSposition, simply press the respective CMS icon to turn it off. Alternatively,
it can be temporarily overridden. To do this, simply tap the centre-lockopen icon and then
operate the extending-section. This can also be done with the use of JOAB's radio controller. To
do so, simply press the hydraulic lockopen button on the radio controller for approximately half a
second. Refer to "Radio Controllers", on page 35.

If the stop positions for CMS1 and CMS2 are set very close to each other so that the
extending-section crossesboth at the same time, the override function will override
both stop points.

NOTE: The two CMSstop positionsare set duringmanufacture to default values. The set pos-
itions can vary depending on the length of the hook-lift. Any changesmade to the set positions
will be saved, even if the system is shut down and restarted.

NOTE: If CMS is active when the system is shut down, it will also be active when the system is
restarted.
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Active Plough Control - APC
There is a serious risk of injury or death when operating or working on a vehicle with
a snow plough. This is particularity important to bare in mind when theAutomatic
plough up function is activated. The ploughsare automatically retracted when the
vehicle is put into reverse gear. Make sure there are no personsnear the ploughs
when operating the vehicle or ploughs.

TheCBWcontroller can be equipped with functions for controlling snow ploughs - APC. These
functionsallow the driver to control both a front and side snow plough. APC is able to workwith
both fixed and variable pumps.

It is also possible to install an external plough that is operated by its own control unit. For inform-
ation about this refer to "ExternalPlough Systems", on page 31.

Asan extra option, APC can also be controlled using JOAB's remote radio controller or JOAB's
wired remote controller. Both these allow the operator to control the loading and unloading of
ploughswhile having a good visual overview of the process. For further information regarding
the radio controller, refer to "Radio Controllers", on page 35. For further information regarding
the wired remote controller, refer to JOABOnlineManuals - Accessories.

The CBWcontroller can be installed on the driver's arm rest, which is ideal for APC. Refer to
"Appendix 2 - APC Transfer Kit ", on page 77 for further information about this.

Control-Stick Functions
Provided below are the functions for vehicles that have APC installed. To activate these func-
tions the user interfacemust be in the snow plough page setup . and the PTO turned off.
Refer to "Page Setups", on page 14.

Once the snow plough page setup hasbeen activated, it is then possible to operate the snow
ploughsusing the control-stick. Simply push the control-stick forward to lower the front snow
plough. To lower the side plough, simply press the top button, as shown below in Table 6.
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Side plough
UP

Side plough
OUT

Front plough
LEFT

Bottom button pressed Push the knob right Turn the knob ant-clockwise

Side plough
DOWN

Front plough
UP

Front plough
RIGHT

Top button pressed Pull the knob backwards Turn the knob clockwise

Side plough
IN

Front plough
DOWN

--

Push the knob left Push the knob forwards

Table 6: CBW controller stick - snow plough functions

Icon Definitions
Listed below are the iconsavailable fromwithin the snow plough page setup and their function.
Note, all iconsexcept thePlough work lightsare only visible in the snow plough page setup.
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Icon Icon Icon Description

Slush flap* Plough work lights*

Float mode - Plough Salt spreader*

AutomaticPlough UPon reverse -- --

Table 7: Icon Definitions

* Option

Float Mode
The front plough can be set to float mode if desired, bypressing the following icon . Float
mode is normally used to plough roads. It allows the plough tomove up and down so that is fol-
lows the road's form. There are three states for this function, which are displayed bya green
statusbar above the icon. The three states: off, flashing, and on, are described below.

1. OFF - float function is not active.

2. Flashing - the float valve is disengaged but will engage when the control-stick is pushed for-
wards.

3. ON - the float valve is engaged and the plough is in float mode.

To activate float mode, first press the float icon . The green statusbar above it will then flash.
Then push the control-stick forwards to lower the front plough. Float mode will then be engaged
and will remain engaged until either the front plough is raised or the float mode button is
pressed.

The side plough is bydefault set to work in float mode. However, if desired, it can be raised to a
desired height and it will remain at that position. Float mode is deactivated as soon as it is raised.

Automatic Plough UP on Reverse
The snow ploughs can also be set to automatically lift up whenever the vehicle is put into reverse
gear. This function is activated bypressing the following icon . The front plough is raised while
the side plough is both retracted and raised.

The duration and rate of hydraulic flow for the automatic plough up function is set at factory, how-
ever, it can be calibrated if required. Thismust be done bya JOAB technician.

Slush Flaps
If a snow plough is equipped with slush flaps, they can be activated bypressing the following icon

. This activatesa set of rubber flaps that are lowered below the bottom edge of the snow
plough blade. They scrape up the slush on the road surface. This requires that the snow plough
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is equipped with a slush flapsand that it is electrically connected to the system. This is not stand-
ard equipment.

Work Lighting
The right lower work lighting on the vehicle can be activated when working with a side plough, by
pressing the following icon , Thismust be ordered asan additional option, it is not standard.

Adjustable Hydraulic Flow - AHF
A separate return linemust be used with this function. Theremust be a dedicated
supply line and a dedicated return line. Do not use a single line for both the supply
and return of the hydraulic fluid.

TheCBWcontroller can be used to set and adjust a constant hydraulic feed to a tip-trailer. This
is not standard, it must be ordered asan extra option.

The hydraulic supply is not the same as tipping or lowering a trailer. When the trailer is simply
lowered or tipped, a hydraulic feed is provided only during the time the function is activated. In
contrast, the hydraulic supply is constantly fed to the tip-trailer and can be either increased or
decreased as required.

The hydraulic supply to a tip trailer is normally fed from the hook-lift's connector on the backof
the vehicle.

The CBWcontroller is used to control the flow of hydraulic fluid to the tip-trailer. The flow is ini-
tially set at 0 l/min andmust be set to the required value by the driver using the tip trailer icons.
Refer to Table 8 on page 29.

Once a value for the hydraulic supply hasbeen set, using the tip-trailer icons, it is saved. If the
unit or power supply is turned off, the value is still saved. It can be changed again, if desired, at
any time. To reset the value, activate the function and use the icons to reset it.

After setting the continuous-hydraulic-supply, it can be started by simply selecting its icon, as
shown below. The hydraulic supplywill flow at the saved rate of flow.

There is no hydraulic flow sensor in the supply line to the tip trailer. Therefore, an external flow
sensor will be required if the hydraulic flow is to bemeasured.

To operate the hydraulic supply to the tip trailer use the functions listed below.

Icon Function

Start the continuous-hydraulic-supply. The power-take-of must be active.

Table 8: Hydraulic supply to tip trailer
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Icon Function

Increase the continuous-hydraulic-supply

Decrease the continuous-hydraulic-supply

Stop the continuous-hydraulic-supply

Table 8: Hydraulic supply to tip trailer (continued)

Autocycle System - ACS
Asan extra option, the cab controller can also be equipped with an automatic cycle function.
This is used to load or unload a body in one continuous cycle. The auto-cycle function has the fol-
lowing procedures:

Auto-Cycle – Unload

1. Open the hydraulic lock -manually.
2. Extending-section is retracted.

3. Hook-post is shunted all the waybackwards1.

Auto-Cycle – Load

1. The hook-post is fully lowered.

2. The extending-section is fully extended2.

3. The hydraulic-lock is locked.

To activate the unload cycle, keep the top button pressed and pull the control-stick backwards
(see also "Auto Cycle Unload1", on page 18). To activate the load cycle, keep the top button
pressed and push the control-stick forwards (see also "Auto Cycle Load1", on page 18).

NOTE1: If PMS is installed and active, the hook-post will stop at the set PMSposition.

NOTE2: If FFD is active, the bodywill raise slightly and then the extending-section will be exten-
ded. If CMS is installed and active, the extending-section will stop at the set CMSposition.

Asphalt Driving Mode
Always verify that the extending-section functions correctly before using asphalt driv-
ingmode. Failure to do so can lead to damage or injury. Test andmake sure that the
extending-section stopsapproximately 300mm from the fully retracted position and
that it doesnot engage the centre-lock.

The hook-lift can be equipped with asphalt drivingmode. This allows the extending-section to
move up and downwhen in tippingmode, which is ideally suited for asphalt work. It allowsa
asphalt container to extend into the asphaltingmachinery. Asphalt driving can be operated from
different control sources, for example, it can also be operated using a radio controller.
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An additional sensor must be installed on the hook-lift for asphalt drivingmode to work. The
sensor restricts the extending-section from fully retracting and activating the centre-lock.

An additional locking devicemust also be installed to prevent the body frommoving sideways
when tipping, such asan internalmechanical lock. This allows the extending-section tomove up
and down but not sideways. It is important to make sure that the body is compatible with the addi-
tional lockingmethod.

Operation
To operate asphalt drivingmode follow the instructionsbelow:

1. Extend the extending-section at least 400mm from the fully retracted position.

2. Make sure that the hydraulic lock is open.

3. Pressand hold down the hydraulic lockopen icon while simultaneously tipping the hook-
lift up.

Keeping the hydraulic-lock open icon pressed while tipping overrides the system's default
behavior. Tipping when the hydraulic-lock is open is normally stopped to prevent damage.

4. To operate the extending section, forwardsor backwards, in tippingmode, hold down the
hydraulic-lock open icon while operating the extending section.

NOTE: the extending section will stop approximately 300mm before reaching itsmost
retracted position, when retracting. This is to ensure the centre-lock is not activated.

Extendable Underrun Protection
The extendable-underrun-protection useshigh pressure hydraulics. There is a
danger of serious injury or damagewhen operating it. Make sure there are no per-
sonsor objects in the path of its sweep, before using it.

Vehicles that are fitted with an extendable-underrun-protection have a sensor that prevents the
operation of both shunting and tipping actions, if it is extended.

The underrun-protectionmust be retracted to operate tipping and shunting functions. This is a
safetymeasure to prevent damage.

To retract the underrun press the following icon on the CBWcontroller. To extend the under-
run press the following icon on the CBWcontroller.

External Plough Systems
The following information is only applicable to hook-lifts that have been installed with an external
plough system. For information regarding EcoDrive's plough system (APC), refer to "Active
Plough Control - APC", on page 26.
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External plough systemscan be installed with EcoDrive hook-lifts. Examplesof such plough sys-
temsare theMähler MC2 andMC3.

External plough's are setup to signal for a hydraulic supply from EcoDrive's control system. The
control system then signals for themain-valve-block to supply ametered hydraulic supply to the
external plough, at a preset pressure level.

External ploughsare normally ordered and assembled in conjunction with the hook-lift.
However, they can also be retro fitted. If a retro fit is required, the hook-lift'smain-valve-block
will require software updates, and possibly additional JOABhardware. For information regard-
ing a retro fit, please take contact with JOAB's after sales department to discuss the optionsavail-
able.

Activating an External Plough
The hydraulic supply to an external ploughmust be activated before the plough can be oper-
ated. To do this, follow the instructionsbelow:

1. Make sure that one of themain page setups is selected.

2. Use the CBWcontroller and press the left or right arrow button to enter the snow plough
page setup .

NOTE: If the snow plough page option is not visible when the arrow buttonsare pressed, it
will need to be first activated. Refer to "Page Setups", on page 14 for information about how
to do this.

3. Make sure the PTO is switched off.

NOTE: When the hydraulic supply to an external plough is activated, it is not possible to operate
the hook-lift. Only plough and salt functions can be operated.

Refer to the external plough system'smanual for information regarding start-up and operation
of the actual external plough.

Crane Operation
FFD (Friction Free Drive) must be deactivated before loading a crane body that has
dowel pins. Dowel pins are used to anchor a bodyonto the vehicle. Damagewill
occur if FFD is active. Press the following icon to deactivate FFD.
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EcoDrive hook-lifts that have been fitted with
dowel-pins, as shown opposite, can be used to
load a crane body.

All crane bodiesused with EcoDrivemust fulfill
the following standard:SS 3021:2014.

The dowel-pins lock into corresponding
dowel-pin-housingson the bodyand ensure
that it is correctly secured onto the hook-lift.
The number of dowel-pins required is depend-
ent upon the crane's lifting capacity.

Table 9 below lists the number dowel-pins required in relation to the lifting capacity of a crane.

Crane Lifting Capacity (ton/meter) Dowel-Pins Required

16 2

22 4

28 6

Table 9: Crane lifting ability

Dowel-pins can be retro-fitted. For information regarding this please contact JOABafter sales
department.

Activating a Crane
Read and adhere to all safetywarningsand operating instructions in the crane's oper-
ator manual before operating a crane.

To operate a crane the CBWcontroller must first be turned on and the crane icon activated
fromwithin the CBWcontroller.

When the crane icon is activated, the PTO is turned on and electricity is supplied to the crane.
Once activated, a green pump icon will be displayed in the top right-hand side of the
CB controller and the crane active icon is displayed above the function buttons.

Operation of the crane is done using the crane's own control unit. This is a separate device and
comeswith its own operator manual. For information regarding the operation of the crane con-
troller, please refer to itsmanual.

NOTE: To prevent damage to the hook-lift, it is not possible to tip the hook-lift when a crane
body is loaded. The hook-lift is fitted with a sensor that detects that a crane body is loaded and
prevents it from be tipped.
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Radio Controllers

A radio operated controller can be bought asan option for all EcoDrive Hook-Lifts. These allow
for operation of the hook-lift remotely. The operator doesnot need to be in the vehicle to oper-
ate the hook-lift.

The use of a radio controller allows the operator to have a good visual overview of the lifting
operation. This can be beneficial in manyaspects.

When the radio controller is active, the CBWcontroller, mounted inside the cab, can not be oper-
ated.

Before Operation
Personnelmust be trained in the use of radio controllers before being allowed to use
them. Serious injury or damage to the environment can result if a radio controller is
operated incorrectly.

The operator must make sure that theyare fully aware of the surrounding environment and
equipment.

The operator must be fully focused on the operation of the controller and
lifting equipment. Do not operate the radio-controller when performing
other tasks.

Make sure that a safe working distance of at least four meters exists
around the lifting equipment. Failure to do so can lead to serious injury.

Do not leave a radio controller unattended.When the controller is not in
use, make sure it is turned off.

Operation
Provided below is an overview of the radio controller for EcoDrive Hook-
Lifts.

Operation of the hook-lift ismade using themain control buttons1-12, as
shown opposite.

Information regarding operation is displayed in the controller's display,
located at the top of the controller.
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Buttons1–8 are analogue. Pressing these buttonsharder will cause the operation that it con-
trols to happen faster. Alternatively, these buttons can be set to simply have anON/OFF func-
tion.

Buttons9–12 are digital and used for simple functions, such as the operation of a spreader flap.

The buttons1–12 are functionalism. That is, they can havemore than one function assigned to
them. See "FunctionMode" below.

Display
The displayat the top of the controller displays information regarding the current functionmode
selected and the function currently activated. In the example shown, the truck symbol indicates
that functionmode_1 is selected and that the current function being operated is the hydraulic-
lock.

LEDs
Each button hasan LED located to the left or right of it. In the example shown, the LED to the left
of button 2 is illuminated red. These LEDsare used to provide information regarding current
statusof the active operation. Listed below is table describing what each relevant LEDmeans.

Button LED Green LED Meaning

2 Tip DOWN fully completed. Either lockor unlock the hydraulic-lock.

4 Extending Section fully retracted. The centre lock is open and it is possible
to tip the body in shuntingmode.

8 Hydraulic lock isOPEN. It is not possible to tip the bodyUP.

12 Functionmode_2 elected.

11 & 12 Functionmode_3 selected.

Table 10: LEDs and their meaning

Activate the Radio Controller
The large red button located at the bottom of the controller is used to activate the radio con-
troller. It must be pulled out to activate the controller.

Function Mode
Buttons1–12 aremultifunctional. They can have three functionsassigned to them. These are
related to the functionmode selected for the controller (Function_1, Function_2, or Function_
3).

To select the desired functionmode, simply pressbutton 12 after start-up of the controller. By
default, Functionmode_1 is operative at start-up. The LEDsnext to buttons11 and 12 indicate
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which functionmode is operative, see Table 10 on page 36. If functionmode 1 is active the LEDs
for buttons11 and 12 are not illuminated.

Listed below is an overview of the buttonsand their functions in relation to which functionmode
hasbeen selected.

Button Function_1 Setup Function_2 Setup Function_3*

1 Tip - UP Trailer Tip - UP Front Plough - UP*

2 Tip - DOWN Trailer Tip - DOWN Front Plough - DOWN*

3 Extending Section - OUT Extra 1* Front Plough - LEFT*

4 Extending-Section - IN Extra 2* Front plough - RIGHT*

5 Folding hookpost - UP Extra 3* Side Plough - UP*

6 Folding hookpost -
DOWN Extra 4* Side Plough - DOWN*

7 Hydraulic-lock - CLOSE Spreader hatch - trailer* Side Plough - IN*

8 Hydraulic-lock - OPEN Extra 6* Side Plough - OUT*

9 Spreader flap Start motor* Extra 7*

10 Automatic flap Stopmotor* Extra 8*

11 Safety-hook (LAmodels) -- --

12 Change functionmode Change functionmode Change functionmode

Table 11: Radio controller functions for electrical operated systems

*Extra option. Not standard equipment.

Start the Radio Controller
To start the radio controller, follow the procedure listed below:

1. Make sure that the activation button is pulled out.

2. Pressand hold down buttons11 and 12 simultaneously until a bleep is heard.

3. Verify that the display turn ON.

Fast Operation
To operate fast operation, simply pressand hold button 4 downwhile operating the shunting or
tip function. Note, fast operation can not be used when tipping down.
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Axle Weight Reading
The radio controller can be used to provide an approximate value for the
weight on an axle(s). Note, this is not a precise value andmust be seen asan
indication of the actualweight only. This functionalitymust be ordered asan
extra option, it is not standard.

JOABAB disclaimsall responsibility if a vehicle is over weight, even if the radio
controller displaysa value that is lower then themaximum allowed for the
vehicle.

The value displayed in the radio controller will normally be within ± 150 kg.

To activate the axle weight mode, pressbutton 12 repeatedly, until a weight
scale is shown. To select which axlesare included in themeasurement, press
the respective buttons: 2, 4, 6, and 8 corresponding to the axle(s) that are to
bemeasured.

Each of the buttons (2, 4, 6, and 8) have two LEDsabove them. These are
used to show which axlesare selected and the statusof the axles. The right
LED is illuminated red for axles that are selected, as shown. The left LED will
blink red whenever an axle is 0–500 kg less than themaximum allowed weight. The left LED will
constantly illuminate if an axle is over its allowed weight.

The LED above button 9 is used to indicate that it is the net weight that is displayed in the screen.
When the net weight is displayed, the LED is lit red. To change between the net weight and the
grossweight pressbutton 9.

Charging
The charger for the radio controller is normallymounted
next to the driver'sA-post inside the cab. Alternatively, it is
mounted in the driver's side toolbox, behind the door.

When not in use, alwaysplace the radio controller in its char-
ger. Thiswill ensure that it is always fully loaded and ready
for operation.

To remove the radio controller from the charger, first pull
the bottom out a small amount, approximately 10mm, and
then push the controller up, as shown.

Do not pull the controller out from the bottom. Thiswill
cause damage.
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Distributing a Load on a Body

The operator of the hook-lift is responsible for handling it. Caremust be taken to
avoid injury or damage. Before operating the hook-lift make sure that you have read
and are fully aware of the warnings in thismanual and on the hook-lift.

Before lifting a bodywith a load, make sure
that:

l The load doesnot exceed the hook-lift’s
maximum lifting capacity.

l The load is evenly distributed.

l The lifting is done on a level ground.

l The body’s support rollers rotate.

If a load is unevenly distributed, the lifting capa-
city can be reduced. For example, if the load is
positioned at the front of the vehicle, the lifting
capacity can be reduced byup to 40%.

Another important condition to consider is how
long the body is. The length of the bodyand the
load on it affect the lifting capability of the hook-
lift.

A short overhang causesan abnormal load. A
correctly designed body for your chassiswill dis-
tribute the load correctly.
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The bodymust be covered if it contains loose
material. There is a risk that loosematerialwill
be thrown off the vehicle if it is not covered.
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Loading a Body

The operator of the hook-lift is responsible for handling it. Caremust be taken to
avoid injury or damage. Before operating the hook-lift make sure that you have read
and are fully aware of the warnings in thismanual and on the hook-lift.

FFD (Friction Free Drive) must be deactivated before loading a body that hasdowel
pins or an internal-mechanical-lock. Dowel pins are used to anchor a bodyonto the
vehicle, such asa crane lift. An internal-mechanical-lock is used to locka bodyonto
the vehicle. Damagewill occur if FFD is active. Press the following icon to deac-
tivate FFD.

Before loading a body, refer to and read the information provided under "Distributing a Load on
a Body", on page 39.

To load a body, follow the procedure listed below:

1. Make sure that there is nobodywithin the working area of the vehicle and the body.

2. If the vehicle is fitted with an extendable underrun - retract it. Refer to "Extendable Under-
run Protection", on page 31.

3. Visually inspect the load andmake sure
that it is evenly distributed.

4. Start the hydraulic pump. Once the pump is
started, the pump icon will be displayed in
the CBWcontroller as shown.

For information regarding the starting of
the pump, refer to "User Interface", on
page 12.
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5. Open the hydraulic lock. Once open, the
hydraulic-lock-open icon is displayed in the
CBWcontroller.

6. Operate the extending-section so that it
retracts fully. The centre-lockwill then
open.

7. Verify that the centre-lock is open. The
centre-lock-open icon is displayed in the
CBWcontroller as shown, when it is open.
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8. Operate the tip function so that the hook-
post is in position ready for collecting the
body.

9. LA models only:
Before reversing towards the body's lifting-
bracket, make sure that the safety-hookon
the hook-post is open.

10. Reverse the vehicle towards the bodyaiming the hook-post at the centre of the body’s lifting
bracket. Make sure to reverse straight towards the body. If the vehicle is not reversed
straight towards the body, there is a risk of missing the rollerswhen loading the body.

11. Operate the extending-section as required and engage the hook-post with the body's lift-
ing-bracket.

12. Inspect and verify that the hook is correctly engaged with the body's lifting bracket.

13. Use the tip function and lift the body. If the load is heavyor the body’s rollers are stuck in the
underlying surface, reverse carefully at the same time as lifting.

LA Models only:
Use the folding-hook-post onlywhen it is necessary, for example when a low pulling angle is
required.
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14. Load the bodyonto the hook-lift and fully
extend the extending-section. To facilitate
loading, the vehicle must be in neutral and
free to roll in under the body.

It is strictly forbidden to force or
push the bodyup, especially
with a heavy load. Do not use
the underlying surface to force
the bodyup onto the vehicle.

LA model only:
If the hook-post is lowered (down) when pulling the bodyonto the hook-lift,
make sure that the bodydoesnot make contact with the hook-lift's carrier
wheels. If the body contacts the carrier wheels the hook-post can break.

Use the auxiliary-arms, shown opposite, to
help load the bodyand to reduce the fric-
tion between the hook-lift and the body. To
do this, simply tip the bodyup a small
amount so that the auxiliary-armsare activ-
ated.

15. Visually inspect and verify that the body is
correctly loaded.

16. Verify that the warning icon for the centre
lock is no longer illuminated on the CBW
controller.
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17. Activate the hydraulic lock.

18. Inspect andmake sure that hydraulic-lock has correctly secured the bodyonto the hook-lift
and that itswarning icon is no longer illuminated on the CBWcontroller.

19. Turn the hydraulic pumpOFF.
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Tipping a Body

The operator of the hook-lift is responsible for handling it. Caremust be taken to
avoid injury or damage. Before operating the hook-lift make sure that you have read
and are fully aware of the warnings in thismanual and on the hook-lift.

To tip a body follow the procedure listed below:

1. Make sure that there is nobodywithin the working area of the vehicle and the body.

2. If the vehicle is fitted with an extendable underrun - retract it. Refer to "Extendable Under-
run Protection", on page 31.

3. Make sure that the vehicle is on a level and firm surface.

Failure to do so, can lead to the vehicle being unevenly loaded and tipping over. If the
vehicle leans two or more degrees there is a risk that it will tip over.

4. If the vehicle has retractable axles, make
sure that theyare lowered before tipping.

5. Start the hydraulic pump. Once the pump is
started, the pump icon will be displayed in
the CBWcontroller as shown.

For information regarding the starting of
the pump, refer to "User Interface", on
page 12.
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6. Inspect andmake sure that the body is
secured with the hydraulic lock. The
hydraulic lockmust be closed.

Verify that the warning icon in the cab, indic-
ating that the hydraulic-lock is open, isnot
active.

7. Use the cab controller and tip the load.

8. After tipping, lower the bodyback to its
retracted position.

To prevent wear, do not drive the vehicle
with the body raised. This also applies to
short journeys.

9. Turn the hydraulic pumpOFF.
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Unloading a Body

The operator of the hook-lift is responsible for handling it. Caremust be taken to
avoid injury or damage. Before operating the hook-lift make sure that you have read
and are fully aware of the warnings in thismanual and on the hook-lift.

Before unloading a body, refer to and read "Distributing a Load on a Body", on page 39. To
unload a body, follow the procedure listed below:

1. Make sure that there is nobodywithin the working area of the vehicle and the body.

2. If the vehicle is fitted with an extendable underrun - retract it. Refer to "Extendable Under-
run Protection", on page 31.

3. Start the hydraulic pump. Once the pump is
started, the pump icon will be displayed in
the CBWcontroller as shown.

For information regarding the starting of
the pump, refer to "User Interface", on
page 12.

4. Open the hydraulic lock. Once open, the
hydraulic-lock-open icon is displayed in the
CBWcontroller.
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5. Operate the extending-section so that it
fully retracts and the body ismoved out-
wards, as shown. The centre-lockwill then
open.

Use the auxiliary-arms to reduce the fric-
tion between the hook-lift and the body. To
do this, simply tip the bodyup a small
amount to activate the auxiliary-arms. FFD
must be activated.

6. Verify that the centre-lock is open. The
centre-lock-open icon is displayed in the
CBWcontroller as shown, when it is open.
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7. Activate the tipping function and allow the body to roll freely onto the ground. Alternatively,
let the vehicle roll forwards.

LA Models only:
If necessary, use the folding hookpost to assist the unloading procedure. For example,
when a low unloading angle is required.

8. Operate the extending-section andmake
sure that the hook-lift's hook is free from
the body's lifting-bracket.

LA models only:
Make sure that the safety catch hasbeen
released first.

9. Operate the hook-lift and return it to its nor-
mal position on the vehicle.

10. Stop the hydraulic-pump.
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Shunting a Body

The operator of the hook-lift is responsible for handling it. Caremust be taken to
avoid injury or damage. Before operating the hook-lift make sure that you have read
and are fully aware of the warnings in thismanual and on the hook-lift.

FFD (Friction Free Drive) must be deactivated before loading a body that hasdowel
pins or an internal-mechanical-lock. Dowel pins are used to anchor a bodyonto the
vehicle, such asa crane lift. An internal-mechanical-lock is used to locka bodyonto
the vehicle. Damagewill occur if FFD is active. Press the following icon to deac-
tivate FFD.

To shunt a body from a trailer follow the procedure listed below:

1. Make sure that there is nobodywithin the working area of the vehicle and the body.

2. If the vehicle is fitted with an extendable underrun - retract it. Refer to "Extendable Under-
run Protection", on page 31.

3. If the vehicle has retractable axles, make
sure that theyare lowered.

4. Start the hydraulic pump. Once the pump is
started, the pump icon will be displayed in
the CBWcontroller as shown.

For information regarding the starting of
the pump, refer to "User Interface", on
page 12.

5. Open the hydraulic-lock.
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6. Operate the extending-section so that it
fully retracts and the hook ismoved out-
wards, as shown. The centre-lockwill then
open.

7. Verify that the centre-lock is open. The
centre-lock-open icon is displayed in the
CBWcontroller as shown, when it is open.

8. Activate the tip function so that the hook-lift
is in position ready to collect the body, as
shown.

9. LA Model only:
Make sure that the safety-hookon the
hook-post is open.
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10. Reverse the vehicle as straight and as close aspossible towards the trailer. Make sure not
to damage to the trailer's tow-bar.

11. Use the extending-section and engage the hook-post with the body's lifting-bracket.

12. Inspect and verify that the hook-post is correctly engaged with the body's bracket.

13. Use the tip function and pull the body from the trailer onto the hook-lift.

Do not extend the extending-section as this placesgreater loadson the hook-lift. Keep the
extending-section retracted asmuch aspossible. Thiswill ensure optimal lifting force.

Do not retract the hook-lift's extending-section when the trailer's suspension springsare
compressed.

For LA models only:
Use the folding-hook-post, where neces-
sary, to reduce the loading angle when
pulling the bodyonto the vehicle.

14. Make sure that the tipping cylinders are fully retracted and then extend the extending-sec-
tion so that the body is completely loaded onto the hook-lift.
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Use the auxiliary-arms, shown opposite, to
help load the bodyand to reduce the fric-
tion between the hook-lift and the body. To
do this, simply tip the bodyup a small
amount so that the auxiliary-armsare activ-
ated. FFDmust be activated.

15. Visually inspect and verify that the body is correctly loaded.

16. Verify that the warning lamp/icon for the centre lock, in the cab, is no longer illuminated.

17. Activate the hydraulic-lock.

18. Inspect andmake sure that hydraulic-lock has correctly secured the bodyonto the hook-lift.

19. Turn the hydraulic pumpOFF.

Risk of Damage
The tip-cylinder's pistons can breakor other damage can occur when shunting a
bodybetween a vehicle and a trailer. Caremust be taken to avoid damage when
shunting a bodybetween a vehicle and a trailer.

Forcing the hook-eye, on the hook-post, against the top of the body's bracket when a body sits
on the trailer, can lead to damage. This is due to the fact that the trailer and the vehicle act asa
rigid unit.
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As the force to the tip-cylinders increases, the vehicle will lift. It is not possible constrain this. The
trailer on the other hand acts against this force, since it is connected to the vehicle. If the force to
the tip cylinders is increased above 195 bar, it will eventually cause damage.

To prevent the tip-cylinder's pistons from breaking or causing other damage, the force applied
to the tip cylinders should be restricted to 195 bar. A pressure relief valve can be installed tomin-
imize this risk. A pressure relief vale is installed as standard on L26models.

For further information, contact JOAB.
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Service and Maintenance

To prevent unnecessarywear, it is important to maintain the hook-lift continuously. Provided
below is information regarding dailymaintenance and servicing.

Daily Maintenance
Daily care, which only takesa fewminutes, can prolong the service life of your hook-lift.

Provided below are some daily steps to helpmaintain the hook-lift.

1. Check the oil level.

2. Make sure that there are no trapped pipes
or hoses. And that theyare free from dam-
age or leaks.

3. Make sure that there are no fallen objects
in between the hook-lift’s different parts.

4. Check that the hook-lift is free from deform-
ation and cracks.
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5. Verify that all lighting and other electrical
equipment functions correctly.

6. Finish by inspecting the hydraulic pump.

If anydamage is found, contact your JOABworkshop
immediately.

Washing the Hook-Lift
Newly lacquered surfacesmust be cleaned
using detergent and a sponge only. Do not use
a high pressure washer. A high pressure
washer should only be used after at least three
weeks following treatment of surfaces.

Detergents contain acids. Make sure that the
cleaning fluid used to clean surfaces contains
less than 9pH. Themaximum temperature of
the cleaning fluid must not exceed 50 °C above
the ambient temperature. After washing, make
sure to rinse all surfaces thoroughly.

Cleaning the hook-lift with a high pressure washer entails risks. All electrical components, even
enclosed, are sensitive to water under high pressure.

When using a high pressure washer, make sure to hold the nozzle at least 45 cm from all
lacquered surfaces. Use a standard nozzle only, do not use a turbo nozzle.

Alwaysapply fresh grease around lubrication points after washing. For more information
regarding the hook-lift's lubrication points, refer to below.
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Lubrication Points
The following image highlights the locationson the hook-lift that shall be kept lubricated.

Hook-Lift L

1. Tip-cylinder (x 4)
2. Auxiliary-lift-arm (x4)
3. Auxillary-lift-cylinder (x 4)
4. Centre-lock
5. Extending-section cylinder (x 2)
6. Shunting-pivot (x 2)
7. Rollers (x 2)
8. Tip-pivot (x 2)
9. Hydraulic-lock-cylinder (x 2)

Hook-Lift LA (optional)

10. Hook-post-cylinder (x 2)
11. Hook-post axle (x 2)
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Maintenance of the lubrication points on the hook-lift should normally follow the vehicle'smain-
tenance scheme for lubrication. However, the hook-lift's lubrication pointsmust bemaintained
after every 75 hours of operation.

If the vehicle is equipped with a central lubrication system, it is important to ensure that it func-
tions correctly after every 75 hours. And in addition, any lubrication points that are not included
in the central system aremaintained.

Use grease type: NLGI 0 or thicker when a central greasing system is employed. Bearingswith
a high load, such as those in the rollers, must use a higher grease viscosity than normal.

Do not apply grease or oil onto the guide rails.

Service of the Hook-Lift
During normal operation, it is recommended
that the oil is changed as follows:

l Mineral oil – once every two years

l Green oil – once every year

JOAB recommends that the oil is changed dur-
ing the autumn period.

If green oil is used for the system, alwaysuse
the same type of oil andmanufacturer of the oil.

The oil-filter must be changed after the first fifty
hours of operation, then every year after that.

The air-filter should be replaced at least once every two years, or more often, as required.

Service Reminder - Sticker
A JOAB service sticker is placed on the inside of the drivers door to
indicate when the hook-lift is due for its next service. In the example
shown opposite, the numbersaround the outside represent the
months January to December.

As themonth numbered 1 (January) ismissing from the sticker, this
indicates that the next service is due during themonth of January.
Make sure that the hook-lift is serviced in accordance with the sticker.

Service Reminder - CBW Controller
TheCBWcontroller will display a service reminder in the display at start-up, if there is less than
150 hours before a service is due. This feature is only applicable to installations that have soft-
ware version 0100405 and display version 020003 installed.
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The number of daysdisplayed is an approx-
imation, not an exact number. The number of
days is calculated based upon howmuch the
hydraulic pump is being used.

If the service is not done within the number of
daysdisplayed, a negative number will be dis-
played in the user interface, indicating how
manydayshave passed since the service was
due.

The service warning is simply an informative
warning, it doesnot restrict usage of the hook-
lift in anyway.

To exit the service warning, simply press theOK
button, at the bottom of the display. The service
warning is reset by JOABduring the service.

It is also possible to see the number of remaining days in the diagnostics and statistics page.
Refer to "Diagnostics and Statistics", on page 19.

Service Packets and Warranty
Service packets can be ordered from JOABusing the information provided below. Alwayshave
the information provided on the hook-lift'smanufacture plate readybeforemaking contact.
Refer to "Manufacture Plate", on page 4.

Department Contact Details

Service workshop 031 7050 687

Spare Parts 031-7050 686

TechnicalSupport 031-7050 688

Warranty 031-7050 717

BodyBuilder Support 031 7050 705

Table 12: Service packets

Visit our website: www.joab.se to order spare parts and find your nearest JOABauthorised
workshop.

Torquing of Fasteners
All fasteners on the hook-lift shall be re-torqued after 5000 km of operation. Vertical pendulum-
bolts shall be re-torqued to 40 Nm. All other bolts shall be torqued as stated below.
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Threads Torque 8.8 Torque 10,9

M8 24Nm 33Nm

M10 47Nm 65Nm

M12 81Nm 114Nm

M14 128 Nm 181Nm

M16 197 Nm 277Nm

M18 275 Nm 386Nm

M20 385 Nm 541Nm

M24 518 Nm 935Nm

Table 13: Torque values for fasteners

Working on the Hook-Lift
Before working on a raised hook-lift, remove the body from the hook-lift. The tip-sup-
port, as described below, must also be in place to support the hook-lift. Failure to do
so, can lead to serious injury or death.

The hook-lift is equipped with a tip-support, as
shown opposite. Thismust be used when work-
ing on the hook-lift. It supports the hook-lift
when it is raised and acts asa safetymeasure
in the event of a hydraulic failure.

Shown opposite is the location for storing the
tip-support (shown in red). It is stored on the
left inside of the sub-frame.

The correct placement of the tip-support when
working on the hook-lift is also shown. It must
placed between the sub frame and the intermediate-section, using its anchor points, as shown
and described below.
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The tip-support is anchored between the sub
frame and the intermediate-section using two
dowels, as anchor points. Locate these on the
hook-lift and place the tip-support between
them, as shown above, before working on a
hook-lift.
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Safety Warnings

The EcoDrive Hook-Lift hasa number of safety labels attached to it, as shown below. It is import-
ant to read and adhere to these warnings. Failure to do so can lead to serious injury or damage
to equipment.

Make sure that the labels are in good condition. If necessary, new safety labels can be ordered
from JOAB.

Safe Working Distance
Make sure that there are no unauthorised persons in close prox-
imity of the EcoDrive Hook-Lift'sworking area. The risk zone is 8
metres in all directionsof the EcoDrive Hook-Lift and body.

Working on the Hook-Lift
Never work under a hook-lift without the use of the tip-supports.
Make sure that the body is removed from the hook-lift and that
the tip-supports aremounted correctly so that they support the
hook-lift, before carrying out anywork.

Refer also to "Working on the Hook-Lift", on page 64

Park the Hook-Lift before driving the Vehicle
Make sure the hook lift is parked before driving the vehicle. Fail-
ure to do so can lead to serious injury or damage. There is a ser-
ious risk that the hookwillmake contact with the environment if it
is not parked.

Risk of Slipping
Be aware when operating the hook-lift that theremaybe a risk of slipping, that
could lead to injury.

Suspended Loads
Do not stand or walk underneath a suspended load. If a suspended load
breaks free it can lead to serious injury or death.
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Risk of being Trapped
Be aware that there is a serious risk of becoming trapped when operating the
hook-lift. Always verify that there is no risk of anyone becoming trapped or
injured before operating the hook-lift.

Extended-Tipping-Cylinders
Warning! It is not possible to operate the
tip cylinders to their bottom position with a
full stroke. The piston-rodswill clash with
the backpart. 1009124

Before using the emergencyoperation function,
checkand verify if the hook-lift is equipped with
extended-tip-cylinders.

It is the responsibility of the operator to make sure that theyare aware of
which safety precautionsapply. Failure to do so can lead to serious injury or
damage to the equipment and environment.
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Technical Data

Specificationsof the hook-lift are provided below.

Specification - L series Value

Oil pressure 240 bar - 290 bar

Recommended oil flow 100 l/min

Maximum load capacity* 18 – 27 ton

Maximum tip angle 44º – 60º

Weight (Kg)* 1950 kg – 2600 kg

Distance between the hookand rollers (C-C) 4800mm– 6150mm

Total length (L) of the hook-lift 5240mm – 6740mm

Height (h)* 196mm – 198mm

Table 14: Specifications (L Series)

*Dependent uponmodel
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Fault Tracing the Hook-Lift

Provided below is a simple troubleshooting guide that can help to identify themost common
faultswith a hook-lift.

Fault Cause Action

l Noise from pump. 1. The pump is sucking air.

2. Incorrect amount of oil.

3. The pump is defective

1. Check connections.

2. Adjust the amount of oil.

3. Replace the pump.

l Nothing works 1. Emergency stop is activ-
ated

2. Fuse/relay blown

1. Switch off the engine, pull out
the emergency stop, and
restart.

2. Replace the fuse/relay

l Noise from cylinders

l Jerkyhydraulicmove-
ment.

l Oil sprays from the
tank.

1. The piston rod is defect-
ive

2. Air in the hydraulic sys-
tem.

3. Valve or piston fault in
pump.

4. Tankoil level too high or
low.

5. Pump drawsair.

6. The tank’s air filter is
blocked.

1. Replace the piston rod.

2. Check that the suction line is
sealed.

3. Service or replace the pump.

4. Regulate the oil level.

5. Service or replace the pump.

6. Replace the filter.

l Poor lifting capacity 1. Insufficient amount of oil
to the pump

2. Oil pressure too low.

3. Leaking cylinder gaskets.

1. Check the oil level.

2. Contact JOAB.

3. Replace the cylinder gaskets.

l The hook-lift will not tip
or shunt.

1. The sensor for the
extendable-underrun-
protection is active.

1. Retract the extendable-
underrun-protection. See
also "Extendable Underrun
Protection", on page 31.

Table 15: Fault tracing the hook-lift
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Appendix 1 - Diagnostics Page

Provided below is an overview of the variousmenu optionsprovided in the Diagnostic and Stat-
istics page. See also "Diagnostics and Statistics", on page 19.

Usage Statistics

This provides statistical information regarding
the use of the hook-lift, as follows:

Ontime - howmuch time the hook-lift hasused
the hydraulic supply from the pump.

PTO time - How long the PTOhasbeen activ-
ated.

Tippings - howmany tip operation have been
performed.

Loadings - howmanyshunting operations
have been performed.

Sum handlings - the total number of tip and load operations.

Software and Model

This provides information regarding the version
of software installed and hook-lift model.

LVX Model - the type of hook-lift

SW-Display - installed software version for the
CBWcontroller.

SW-Master - installed software version for the
master module
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Diagnostics

This providesdiagnostic information regarding
sensors and input signals status for the hook-lift.

Only standard sensors and sensors for common
extra optionsare displayed. All other additional
sensors for extra equipment are not.

Inductive sensors are displayed with a green
background whenever the system detects a sig-
nal from it.

The background of the sensor is displayed white
when there is no signal.

The hydraulic pressure of themain inlet in the hydraulic block is also displayed in bar, at the top
left of the screen.

This information can be used for fault tracing and identifying a faulty sensor.

Master Module Outputs

This provides information regarding outputs
from themaster module.

This information can be used for fault tracing
when a function of the hook-lift doesnot work cor-
rectly.
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Emergency Operation &
Calibration

This providesan emergency fail safe override. In
case of a failure, the hook-lift can still be oper-
ated. For further information about this refer to
"EmergencyOperation", on page 20.

The calibration function should only be per-
formed by trained technicians, that understand
its function. Incorrect calibration of the hook-lift
will cause it to function incorrectly.

English Translation
Provided below is a translation of the text dis-
played in the user interface. Before operating the fail safemode read and adhere to the inform-
ation provided under "EmergencyOperation", on page 20. The text below is simply for
translation purposes.

If the hook-lift fails to work, it is possible to activate the fail safemode. This turnsoff all sensors
and allows the hook lift to be operated.WARNING: all safety featuresare disabled. JOAB takes
no responsibility for damage caused when operating the hook-lift in thismode. To activate the
fail safemode pressbuttonsF3 and F4 simultaneously for five seconds.
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Appendix 2 - APC Transfer Kit

TheCBWcontroller can bemoved to the driver's right side arm rest, if required. This is ideal for
snow plough installationsAPC (Active Plough Control ). A APC kit, listed below, is required to do
this. For information regarding the kit, please contact JOAB's, after sales department.

The APC kit 1015550-3 contains the following items, that are required to install the CBWcon-
troller onto the driver's arm rest.

Part No. Description

1015548 Mounting bracket

1017366 Extension cable

1018963 T-Connector

Table 16: APC Kit: 1015550-3

Installation Procedure
Moving the CBWcontroller onto the driver's arm rest means that the emergency stop
button for the hook-lift is alsomoved. The driver of the vehicle must be aware of this
fact and take into consideration that access to it ismore difficult.

1. Turn the vehicle's ignition off.

2. Unscrew the 5 pinM12 supply cable from
the CBWcontroller's cable, as shown.

3. Unscrew and remove the CBWcontroller
from itsmounting bracket, as shown.

4. Mount the CBWcontroller onto the right
arm rest using themounting bracket
(1015548) that is included with the APC
kit.

5. Use the T-connector (1018963) that is
included with the APC kit and connect it to
the supply cable that connects to the CBW
controller.

6. Connect the extension cable that is
included with the APC kit to the T-con-
nector (1017366).
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7. Route the extension cable from the T-connector to the driver's right arm rest. Make sure
that the cable is routed so that it will not be exposed to damage.

8. Connect the extension cable to the CBWcontroller'sM12 connector.

9. Turn the CBWcontroller on and verify that it works correctly.
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Contact Information

Information Details

Address JOABFörsäljningsAB
Östergärde Industriområde
417 29Göteborg
Sweden

Telephone: 031-705 06 00

Tel fax: 031-705 06 09

E-mail: info@joab.se

Website: www.joab.se

Service and Warranty Claims
For information regarding service and warranty claims, refer to "Service Packets andWar-
ranty", on page 63.
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